3667
Belize, proof one hundred dollars, 1977 (FMP) (KM.53)
Mayan Sun God; Trinidad and Tobago, proof one hundred
dollars, 1976 KM(P) National Arms. FDC. (2)
$200

Twelfth Session, Commencing at 11.30 am

3668
British Virgin Islands, Elizabeth II, mint one hundred dollars,
1975 Royal Tern (KM.7). In packet of issue, uncirculated.
$300

WORLD GOLD COINS

3669
Canada, Elizabeth II, mint .500 fine one hundred dollars,
1976, Montreal Games (KM.115); Nepal, one thousand
rupees 1980 proof restrike in .500 fine gold by the Singapore
Mint for the 1974 Coronation (KM.829). In pack and case
of issue, the second certificate number 061, uncirculated;
FDC. (2)
$600
3670
Cayman Islands, Elizabeth II, one hundred dollars, 1976
Queen of England (KM.13). Uncirculated.
$500

3659*
Austria, Franz Joseph, four florins 1885 (KM.2260) and eight
florins, 1884 (KM.2269). Extremely fine. (2)
$400

3671
Cayman Islands, Elizabeth II, proof one hundred dollars,
1977 Jubilee (KM.15). In cases of issue, FDC. (2)
$800

3660
Austria, Franz Joseph, restrike four florins or ten francs,
1892 (KM.2260). Nearly uncirculated.
$120

3672
Cayman Islands, Elizabeth II, The Kings of England, proof
ten coin gold fifty dollars and proof ten coin silver twenty
five dollars set, 1980 (KM.58-67, 48-57). In case of issue
with certificates, FDC. (20 coin set)
$2,800

3661
Austria, Franz Joseph, ducat, 1915 restrike (KM.2267);
Netherlands Wilhelmina, ten gulden 1932 (KM.162).
Uncirculated; nearly extremely fine. (2)
$400

With promotional booklet.

3662
Austria, Franz Joseph, ducat, 1915, restrike (KM.2267);
Mexico, five pesos, 1955, restrike (KM.464). Good very
fine - nearly FDC. (2)
$270

3673
Chile, one hundred pesos, 1949 and 1961 (KM.175). Dent
on reverse of first, good extremely fine; nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$1,600

3663
Austria, Franz Joseph, four ducats, 1915 restrike (KM.2276).
Uncirculated.
$700
3664
Austria, Franz Joseph, restrike ten corona 1912 (KM.2816);
restrike one ducat 1915 (KM.2267) (4). Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (5)
$500
3665
Austria, Franz Joseph, one hundred corona, 1915, restrike
(KM.2819). Uncirculated.
$1,550

3674*
China, Kirin, gold fantasy of 1 tael, dated for 1908 in
Chinese, obv. in centre 'Ta Ching Silver Coin' right and left
the cyclical date, below in Chinese Kuping one tael, rev.
flying dragon surrounded by clouds, above KWANG - HSU,
below in English KUOPING ONE TAEL with rosettes either
side, (Kann 921-1 (catalogued for silver with reservation).
Uncirculated proof-like and apparently unpublished.
$10,000

3666
Austria, proof gold one thousand schilling, silver two
hundred schillings (2) set, 1995, Olympic series. In case
of issue with certificates but missing certificate for Ribbon
Dancer, FDC.
$750
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3675*
China, Manchurian Province, gold fantasy of 1 Mace 4.4
Candareens (20 Cents), ND (1909), first year of Hsuan
Tung, (Kann -; cfKM.Y.213a.1). Uncirculated and apparently
unpublished.
$8,000

3681*
Denmark, Christian IX, twenty kroner, 1873 (KM.794.1).
In Franklin Mint case, nearly uncirculated.
$450

3682*
Denmark, Frederick VIII, ten kroner, 1908 (KM.809).
Uncirculated.
$220

3676*
China, Peoples Republic, eight hundred yuan, 1981, Chinese
Bronze Age Finds Series, Elephant (KM.49). Nearly FDC.
$2,000
Only 1,000 minted.

3683*
Denmark, Christian X, twenty kroner, 1917 (KM.817.1).
Good extremely fine.
$450

3677*
China, medallic issue proof gold one ounce, 1982 (Bruce
XMBn, Y43). FDC.
$1,550
3678
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, proof one hundred dollars, 1976
FM US Bicentennial (KM.16); 1977 FM(M) EIIR Jubilee
(KM.19). Uncirculated - FDC. (2)
$750

3684*
El Salvador, two hundred and fifty colones, 1977 1st Annual
Governor's Assembly (KM.152). In Royal Mint case of issue,
uncirculated.
$850
3685
Fiji, Elizabeth II, mint one hundred dollars, 1975 (KM.38).
Scuffed matte finishing, extremely fine.
$600

3679*
Cuba, two pesos, 1916 (KM.17). Extremely fine.
$200

3686
Fiji, Elizabeth II, proof .500 gold one hundred dollars 1975;
proof and mint two hundred dollars 1980 (Prince Charles)
(KM.38, 47). In cases of issue, FDC. (3)
$1,800

3680
Czechoslovakia, one ducat, 1924 (KM.8); Spain, Isabella II,
four escudos, 1867 (KM.631.1). Both ex jewellery, fair. (2)
$120
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3692
France, Napoleon III, twenty francs, 1856A (KM.781.1).
Nearly extremely fine.
$250
3693
France, Napoleon III, ten francs 1855A, 1856A, 1857A
(2); 1859A, 1862A, 1859BB, 1860BB (KM.784.3,4). Very
good - fine. (8)
$1,000

3687*
France, Napoleon, Emperor, forty francs, 1811A (KM.696.1).
Very fine or better.
$600

part

3694*
France, Napoleon III, ten francs 1855A, 1856A, 1857A,
1859A and 1860A (KM.784.3). Good fine - very fine. (5)
$650
3688*
France, Napoleon, Emperor, forty francs, 1812A (KM.696.1).
Good very fine.
$600
3689
France, Second Republic, twenty francs, 1851A (KM.762).
Good very fine.
$250

part

3695*
France, Napoleon III, gold five francs, 1856A, 1859A and
1860A (KM.787.1), 1864 BB (KM.803.2). Very fine - Good
very fine. (4)
$400

3690*
France, Second Republic, ten francs, 1851A (KM.770);
Third Republic, ten francs, 1899A (KM.830). Good very
fine; extremely fine. (2)
$240

part

3696*
France, Napoleon III, ten francs, 1862A and 1864A (2)
(KM.800.1). Nearly very fine - good very fine. (3)
$300
3697
France, Second Empire, Napoleon III, ten francs, 1867BB
(KM.800.2), Republic, twenty francs, 1914 Rooster
(KM.857). Very fine; uncirculated. (2)
$500
3698
France, Napoleon III, twenty francs 1867 and 1868BB
(KM.801.2); Third Republic, twenty francs 1874A (KM.825)
rooster type 1906, 1907, 1909 and 1911 (KM.857). Good
very fine - good extremely fine. (7)
$1,750

3691
France, Napoleon III, twenty francs, 1854A (KM.781.1);
1869A (KM.801.1); Third Republic, twenty francs 1896A
(KM.825). Good very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$900

3699*
France, Napoleon III, fifty francs 1866A (KM.804.1). Nearly
extremely fine.
$650
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3700
Germany, Bavaria, five mark, 1877D (cf. KM.506) plain
edge copy (wt 2g), Hesse-Darmstadt, five mark, 1877H
(cf. KM.356) plain edge copy (wt 2g). Extremely fine; very
fine. (2)
$150
3707*
Germany, Federal Republic, private issues for Werner Graul
(aureus Magnus) two and a half ducats, 1963 Kennedy (KM.
Bruce X. M137), in .980 fine gold. FDC.
$400
3701*
Germany, Hamburg, ten mark, 1877J (KM.288). Has been
mounted, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$140

3708*
Guatemala, medallic 4/5 ounce gold coin, 1965 (KM.Bruce
X.M21). Uncirculated.
$850
3709
Hong Kong, proof bi-metallic gold ten dollars, 1994
(KM.70a). In case of issue, certificate 4595, FDC.
$700

part

3702*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, five mark 1877B, ten mark
1872C, twenty mark 1872A (KM.507, 502, 501). Very fine
or better. (3)
$750

3710
Hong Kong, proof bi-metallic gold ten dollars, 1994
(KM.70a). In case of issue, certificate 14553, FDC.
$700

3703
Germany, Prussia, Friedrich III, ten mark, 1888A (KM.514).
Fine - very fine. (2)
$350

3711
Hong Kong, proof one thousand dollars, 1997 (KM.71). In
case of issue, FDC.
$650
3712
Hong Kong, proof one thousand dollars, 1997 (KM.71). In
case of issue with certificate 74080, FDC.
$650
3713
Hong Kong, Special Administrative Region, Year of the
Goat (2003) proof gold medal (22ct; 15.98g; 28.4mm) by
the Royal Mint. In case of issue with certificate 00567 and
official booklet, FDC.
$750

3704*
Germany, Prussia, Friedrich III, twenty mark, 1888A
(KM.515). Good very fine.
$400

3714
Hong Kong, Special Administrative Region, Year of the
Monkey (2004) proof gold medal (22ct; 15.98g; 28.4mm)
by the Royal Mint. In case of issue with certificate 00078
and official booklet, FDC.
$750

3705
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, twenty mark, 1895A and
1902A (KM.521). Good very fine. (2)
$800
3706
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, twenty mark, 1902A. Nearly
very fine.
$350

3715
Hong Kong, Special Administrative Region, Year of the
Cockerel (2005) proof gold medal (22ct; 15.98g; 28.4mm)
by the Royal MInt. In case of issue with certificate 00584
and official booklet, FDC.
$750
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3716*
Hungary, Franz Joseph, four forint 1888 (KM.466) and eight
forint 1871, 1873 (KM.455.1) (2). Extremely fine, very fine,
extremely fine. (3)
$700

3720*
Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Shah, pahlavi SH1339
(1960) and 1353 (1974) (KM.1162). Nearly uncirculated;
uncirculated. (2)
$800

3717*
Hungary, Franz Joseph, one hundred korona, 1908KB,
restrike (KM.491). Uncirculated.
$1,550

3721*
Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Shah, five pahlavi, SH1339
(1960) (KM.1164). Uncirculated.
$1,800

part

3718*
Indonesia, Srivijaya Kingdom, (c680-1250 A.D.), gold larin
as a twisted gold ingot (2.35g, one mas weight or twenty
rattis), another gold massa of twenty rattis with sesame
design (2.47g) (illustrated), others of five rattis (0.66, 0.48g
resp. cross and sesame seed types), another 2.5 rattis (0.26
and 0.28g sandalwood design), others 8 pieces total weight
0.75g each a 1/32nd of a massa and of scyphate design),
(Mitchiner, South East Asia p.212-218, these above issues
are unlisted). Fine - very fine. (15)
$1,500

3722*
Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Shah, five pahlavi, SH1355
(1976) (KM.1202). Uncirculated.
$1,800

This group and the following lot seems to come to us as a hoard and worthy
of further research.

3719
Indonesia, Srivijaya Kingdom, (c680-1250 A.D.), gold
necklace pendant (2.5g, one mas weight or twenty rattis),
another gold atak of ten rattis (1.26g [sesame seed design],
1.37g ingot head figure), others of five rattis (0.62, 0.67g
resp. cross and sesame seed types), another 2.5 rattis (0.35
and 0.39g sesame and sandalwood design), others 8 pieces
total weight 0.75g each a 1/32nd of a massa and of scyphate
design), (Mitchiner, South East Asia p212-218, these above
issues are unlisted). Fine - very fine. (15)
$1,500

3723*
Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Shah, five pahlavi, MS2537
(1978) (KM.1202). Brilliant uncirculated.
$1,800

This group and the previous lot seems to come to us as a hoard and worthy
of further research.
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3724*
Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Shah, proof gold medal
(40mm; 29.9g; .900 fine) Golden Jubilee of the National
Bank of Iran MS2535 (1976) conjoined busts of the Shah and
his father, rev. facade of the central bank building in Tehran,
edge milled. Choice matte and brilliant proof FDC.
$1,400

3729*
Italy, Victor Emmanuele II, twenty lire, 1863T (KM.10.1);
Umberto, twenty lire, 1882R (KM.21). Good very fine;
nearly uncirculated. (2)
$600
3730
Italy, Umberto, twenty lire, 1882R (KM.21). In Franklin
Mint case, uncirculated.
$300

3725
Isle of Man, Elizabeth II, proof gold crown 1980 (Queen
Mother) in 22 carat gold; others (2) in .375 fine gold
(KM.68d, 68c). In case and packs of issue, FDC. (3)
$550

3731
Italy, Umberto, twenty lire, 1882R (KM.21). Nearly
extremely fine.
$250

3726
Isle of Man, Elizabeth II, proof set of five and two pounds,
sovereign and half sovereign, 1981, (KM.85, 86, 87, 89) plus
proof two pounds 1981, Royal Wedding commemoratives
(KM.87). In cases of issue, FDC. (2)
$3,750

3732
Italy, Umberto, twenty lire, 1883R (KM.21). Nearly
uncirculated.
$250
3733
Jamaica, proof one hundred dollars, 1978 (KM.77). FDC.
$400
3734
Liberia, proof twenty five dollars, 2005 Titanic inset with
original coal recovered by Titanic Expedition 2000. In case
of issue with certificate, FDC.
$70

3727*
Italy, Venice, Alvise III Mocenigo (1722-1732) Zecchino
or ducat (KM.Fr.1379) (Paoluoci 7). Holed, otherwise very
fine.
$200

3735
Malaysia, proof two hundred ringgit, 1977 FM(P) Ninth
South East Asian Games (KM.24). FDC.
$300

3736*
Mexico, Republic, eight escudos, 1863CH Mexico City Mint
(KM.383.9). Weak striking, otherwise uncirculated.
$1,300

3728*
Italy, Victor Emmanuel II, ten lire 1863T, twenty lire 1865T
(KM.9.3, 10.1). Very fine; extremely fine. (2)
$400

3737
Mexico, two and a half pesos, 1945 (7), five pesos
1955, twenty pesos, 1959 (KM.463, 464, 478). Nearly
uncirculated. (9)
$1,500
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3746
Panama, proof five hundred balboa, 1976 (KM.42). In pack
of issue, FDC.
$1,750
3747
Panama, proof five hundred balboa, 1977 FM (P) (KM.42).
FDC.
$1,800

3738*
Mexico, ten pesos, 1959 (KM.473). Uncirculated.
$700

3748
Peru, one libra 1918 (KM.207) (2). Extremely fine;
uncirculated. (2)
$700

3749*
Peru, half libra, 1909 (KM.209). Extremely fine.

3739*
Mexico, fifty pesos, 1945 (KM.481). Uncirculated.

$200

$1,800

3750
Philippines, Isabella II, two pesos, 1861 (KM.143). Good
fine.
$100

3740
Mexico, fifty pesos, 1947 (KM.481). Uncirculated.
$1,850

3741*
Netherlands, Utrecht, cavalier d'or, 1617 (KM.15). Badly
scraped on crown from mounting, otherwise fine and rare.
$750

3751*
Russia, Catherine II, gold half rouble, 1777 (KM.C.75).
Good extremely fine and rare.
$650

3742
Netherlands, Wilhelmina I, ten gulden, 1911 (KM.149).
Minor edge nicks, extremely fine.
$250

3752
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y62) and ten
roubles, 1899 (KM.Y64). Extremely; very fine. (2)
$600

3743
Netherlands, Wilhelmina I, ten gulden, 1933 (KM.162).
Nearly uncirculated.
$250

3753
Russia, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y.A62). Fine. (2)
$350

3744*
Netherlands Antilles, Juliana, fifty gulden, 1979 (KM.23).
uncirculated.
$200

3754*
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y62). Good
extremely fine.
$200

3745
Panama, proof five hundred balboa, 1976 (KM.42). In case
of issue, FDC.
$1,750
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3755*
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1899 (2), 1902 (KM.Y62).
Nearly extremely fine - good extremely fine. (3)
$600

3762*
Russia, Nicholas II, fifteen roubles, 1897 (KM.65.2). Good
fine.
$600

3756*
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1902AP (KM.Y.62). Choice
uncirculated.
$300

3763*
Russia, (USSR), chervonetz (ten roubles), 1978 (KM.Y.85).
Uncirculated.
$400

In a slab by PCGS as MS64.

3764
Russia, (USSR), chervonetz (ten roubles), 1976 (KM.Y.85).
Uncirculated.
$400
3757*
Russia, Nicholas II, seven and a half roubles, 1897 (KM.63).
Good very fine.
$400
3758
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (KM.Y64). Extremely
fine.
$400
3759
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (KM.Y64). Good
very fine.
$400

3765*
Russia, proof one hundred roubles, 1989 500th Anniversary
of Russian State (KM.Y.226). FDC.
$800

part

3760*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 and 1900 (KM.Y64).
Extremely fine; very fine. (2)
$750

3766*
San Marino, Republic, five scudi, 1980 Justice (KM.115).
Uncirculated, in case of issue.
$650
3767
Seychelles, proof set, 1976, one cent - one thousand rupees
(KM.PS4). In case of issue with certificate, FDC.
$650

part

3761*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (3), 1903 (KM.Y64).
Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$1,600
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3768*
Singapore, proof five hundred dollars, 1975 10th Anniversary
of Independence (KM.14). FDC.
$1,550

3771*
South Africa, ZAR, pond 1892, single shaft (KM.10.2). Has
been removed from a mount, otherwise very fine and rare.
$1,500

3769*
Solomon Islands, Elizabeth II, four coin proof set 100, 50,
25 and 10 dollars 1991 (50th Anniversary of Pearl Harbour)
(KM.PS8). In case of issue with certificate 461, FDC.
$2,750

3772*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1893 (KM.10.2). Very fine.
$1,500

3773*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1894 (KM.10.2). Toned, good
very fine.
$1,500

3770*
South Africa, ZAR, pond 1892, double shaft (KM.10.1).
Extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$2,500
This and the next eleven illustrated lots ex Captain Cullimore Allen
Collection
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3776*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1897 (KM.10.2). Weak on eagle's
breast, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

3777*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1898 (KM.10.2). Nearly
uncirculated.
$2,500
3778
South Africa, ZAR, ponds, 1898 (KM.10.2). Good fine.
(2)
$750
3774*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1895 (KM.10.2). Good very fine
and very scarce.
$2,500

3779*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1900 (KM.10.2). Nearly extremely
fine/extremely fine.
$1,500

3775*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1896 (KM.10.2). Nearly extremely
fine.
$2,500
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3780*
South Africa, ZAR, rimless blank pond (7.5g). Polished,
otherwise fine.
$1,000

3781*
South Africa, ZAR, rimmed blank pond (7.97g). Nearly
extremely fine and rare in this state.
$2,500

3782*
South Africa, ZAR , 'veld' pond, (7.68g), 1902 (KM.11).
Good extremely fine and very rare in this condition, of great
historical interest.
$25,000
Ex Captain Cullimore Allen, from Spink in May 1960. Sold with fitted red
leathertte case for set of ponds, by Spink & Son Ltd with typed letter from
Wigmore Hall, August 4th 1960.

3783
South Africa, George V, half sovereign, 1925SA (KM.20).
Flat relief on St. George, uncirculated.
$180
Ex W.E.Purnell Collection.

3784
South Africa, George V, sovereign, 1927SA (S.4004). Very
fine.
$350
3785
South Africa, George V, sovereign, 1927SA (S.4004). Fine.
$350
3786
South Africa, George V, small head, sovereign, 1929SA
(S.4005). Fine.
$350
3787
South Africa, George V, small head, sovereign, 1931SA
(S.4005). Nearly very fine.
$350

lot 3782 part
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3788*
South Africa, George VI, specimen half pound, 1952
(KM.42). Uncirculated.
$200

3794*
South Africa, Republic, proof krugerrand, 1979 (KM.73).
In case of issue, FDC.
$1,500

3789
South Africa, Republic, specimen one and two rand, 1974
(KM.63, 64); krugerrand, 1974 (KM.73). Uncirculated.
(3)
$2,000

3795
South Africa, Republic, krugerrand, 1979 (KM.73).
Uncirculated.
$1,500

Ex W.E.Purnell Collection.

3790
South Africa, Republic, one rand, 1977 (KM.63). Choice
uncirculated.
$150

Ex R.N.Fry Collection.

part

3791*
South Africa, Republic, proof krugerrand, 1973, (KM.73)
proof half krugerrand, 1984, proof quarter krugerrand,
1984, proof tenth krugerrand, 1984 (KM.105-7); proof
tenth protea, 1886-1986 in fine gold (KM.131). With cases
of issue, toned FDC. (5)
$3,000
Ex W.E.Purnell Collection.

3792
South Africa, Republic, krugerrand, 1974 (KM.73).
Uncirculated.
$1,550

3796*
South Africa, Republic, proof krugerrand four coin set, one,
half, quarter and one tenth krugerrand, 1997 (KM.PS160).
In S.A. Mint timber case of issue, FDC.
$3,200

3797*
Spain, Charles III, half escudo, 1788 Madrid (KM.425.1).
Very fine/good very fine.
$150

3793*
South Africa, Republic, proof krugerrand, 1978 (KM.73).
In case of issue, FDC.
$1,500
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3798*
Spain, Alfonso XIII, twenty pesetas, 1887, restrike of 1962
(KM.693). Uncirculated.
$300
3807*
USA, California small denomination private gold coin, one
dollar, 1853N, octagonal, beaded inner circle. Good very
fine.
$150
3799*
Switzerland, twenty francs, 1896B (KM.31.3). Nearly
uncirculated.
$280
3800
Switzerland, twenty francs, 1930B. Extremely fine.
$300
3801
Switzerland, twenty francs, 1947B (KM.35.2). Uncirculated.
(4)
$1,100
3802
Switzerland, twenty francs, 1947B (KM.35.2). Uncirculated.
(4)
$1,100
3803
Turkey, Abdul Mejid, one hundred kurush, AH1255, Yr 8
(KM.679). Very fine.
$250

3808*
USA, private small souvenir gold coins, California Minerva
series dollar and half dollar, 1915. Good very fine. (2)
$250

3804*
Turkey, Abdul Hamid II, twenty five kurush, AH1293, Yr19
(1893) (KM.729). Toned, good very fine.
$80
3805
Turks & Caicos Islands, Elizabeth II, proof and three mint
one hundred crown gold coins, 1976 (KM.17) (4), proof
fifty crown gold coins, 1977 Jubilee (KM.20). In packs and
cases of issue, FDC. (6)
$1,800

3809*
USA, gold dollar, 1849, Liberty head. Good very fine.
$200

3806
Tuvalu, Elizabeth II, proof fine gold one twenty fifth ounce
three dollars, 2005 Barking Owl. In case of issue with
certificate number 56, FDC.
$70

3810
USA, gold dollar, 1853, Liberty head. Has been mounted on
the obverse with resultant tooling on ear and hair, otherwise
good very fine.
$100
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3815*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1908, Indian
head. Extremely fine.
$220
3816
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1909, Indian
head. Good very fine.
$200

3811*
USA, gold dollar, 1854, Indian head type 2. Very fine.
$240

3817*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1910, Indian
head. Good extremely fine.
$250

3812*
USA, gold dollar, 1856, Indian Princess head. Good very
fine.
$150

3818
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1911, Indian
head. Nearly extremely fine.
$220

3819*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1911, Indian
head. Nearly extremely fine.
$200
3813*
USA, gold dollar, 1862, Indian Princess head. Toned good
very fine.
$150
3820*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1912, Indian
head. Extremely fine.
$250
3821
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1913, Indian
head. Extremely fine. (2)
$400

3814*
USA, commemorative gold dollar, 1905 Lewis and Clark
Exposition. Slight damage from mis-handling, otherwise
good very fine.
$300

3822*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1914, Indian
head. Nearly extremely fine.
$220
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3823*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1914D, Indian
head. Extremely fine.
$250

3832*
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1912, Indian head. Extremely
fine.
$400

3824
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1915, Indian
head. Nearly extremely fine.
$200

3825*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1925D, Indian
head. Extremely fine.
$220

3833*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1882, Liberty head. Good very
fine.
$850

3826
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1927, Indian
head. Extremely fine.
$220

3834
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1888S, Liberty head. Very good.
$650
3835
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1892, Liberty head. Very fine.
$650
3836
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1901S, Liberty head. Nearly very
fine.
$800

3827*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1928, Indian
head. Good extremely fine.
$250

3828*
USA, two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1929, Indian
head. Good extremely fine.
$250

3837*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1926, Indian head. Nearly
uncirculated.
$850

3829
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1881, Liberty head. Very
fine.
$370
3830
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1886, Liberty head. Slightly
polished, otherwise extremely fine.
$400

3838*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1875S, Liberty head.
Nearly extremely fine.
$1,600

3831*
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1906S, Liberty head. Good
extremely fine.
$450
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3839*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1877S, Liberty head.
Obverse surface marks, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$1,600

3843*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1908, St. Gaudens,
without motto. Nearly uncirculated.
$1,700

3844*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1908, St. Gaudens,
with motto. Nearly extremely fine.
$1,600

3840*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1891S, Liberty head.
Obverse surface marks, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$1,600

3845*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1914S, St. Gaudens.
Nearly uncirculated.
$1,700

3841*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1897, Liberty head.
Good very fine.
$1,500

3846
Western Samoa, proof one hundred tala, 1976 USA
Independence; another, 1979 Cook bicentenary; another
1980 Olympic Games (KM.21, 34, 37). In cases of issue,
FDC. (3)
$1,600
3847
Western Samoa, proof one hundred tala, 1977 Royal Jubilee
(KM.25). FDC.
$650
3848
Western Samoa, proof one hundred tala, 1981 Wedding of
Prince Charles and Diana (KM.45). In case of issue with
certificate, some design missing from lid, coin FDC.
$300

3842*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1897S, Liberty head.
Toned, good very fine.
$1,600

3849
World proof gold coins, Bahamas, Elizabeth II, one hundred
dollars, 1974 (KM.72); Panama, platinum 150 Balboas, 1976
(KM.43); Western Samoa, one hundred tala, 1977 Jubilee
(KM.25). In cases and pack of issue, FDC. (3)
$800
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3850
World proof gold coins, Franklin Mint issues in blue plastic
satchels, all proof one hundred dollars Belize 1976, 1977;
British Virgin Islands 1976; Cook Islands 1976, 1977, 1977
First Day Cover; Guyana 1976; Malaysia 1976; Trinidad &
Tobago, 1976 cased. FDC. (10)
$2,500
3851
Smallest gold proof coins of the world, 1996-2008 (.999
fine gold, 1.224g, 13.92-14mm, total weight 34.272g)
from Macquarie Mint, including Australia, five dollars,
2007 Sydney Harbour Bridge; Congo, twenty francs, 2007
Year of the Pig; Ireland, twenty euro, 2007 Celtic Culture;
Canada, fifty cents, 2006 Cowboy; Fiji, ten dollars, 2006
Santa Maria. Part set with timber case (24), balance in plastic
holders, FDC. (28)
$1,400

3855*
Austria, Charles VI, silver quarter thaler, 1740 (KM.1666).
Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$130
3856
Austria, Maria Theresa restrike thalers, 1780X (KM.T1)
(2); twenty five schilling, 1955-1959, 1962-1965, 1968 (2),
1970, 1971 (KM.2880, 2881, 2883, 2884, 2887, 2892,
2893, 2895.1, 2897, 2903 [2], 2907, 2910); fifty schilling,
1959, 1963, 1964 (2), 1965, 1966, 1970, 1971 (KM.2888,
2894, 2896 [2], 2898, 2900, 2909, 2911); one hundred
schilling, 1975 (9, four types), 1976 (4, two types), 1977 (2,
both types), 1978 (3, two types) (KM.2924 [2], 2925 [2],
2927 [2], 2928 [3], 2929 [3], 2932, 2934, 2935, 2938 [2],
2939); five hundred schilling, 1980, 1982, 1985 (KM.2949,
2958, 2973). One thaler heavily toned, otherwise extremely
fine - uncirculated. (44)
$500

3852*
World gold medals, Romania, Charles V ducat size; Austria,
Don Juan 1545-1578, milled edge. Nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$600
3857*
Austrian Netherlands, Joseph II (1780-1790), silver
kronenthaler, 1784, (KM.32, D.1284). Golden peripheral
tone, extremely fine.
$150

WORLD SILVER & BRONZE COINS

3858
Azores, ten reis, 1843 and 1901 (KM.11, 17); one hundred
escudos, 1986 (KM.45) (2); also Portugal (used exclusively
in Azores), fifty centavos, 1935 (KM.577) (2). Very good
- uncirculated. (6)
$60

3853*
Andorra, Republic, Revolutionary Issue, copper ten centimos,
1873 (KM.X2). Fifty percent mint red, uncirculated and
rare.
$1,000
Thought to have been struck in the early 1920s at the Brussels Mint,
Belgium.

3859*
Belgium, silver fifty francs, 1935 (KM.107.1). Extremely
fine.
$120

3854
Angola, copper half macuta, 1860 (KM.58). Very fine.
$70
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3860
Bolivia, silver four soles, 1830, 1856, 1857 and 1859
(KM.96a.1; 130, 123.3). Fine - very fine. (4)
$70

3865*
Canada, Edward VII, fifty cents, 1902. Surface marks in
centre, toned good very fine and rare in this condition.
$500
Private purchase from Spink London.

3861*
Brunei, Sultan Abdul Momin (1852-1885), tin/lead half
cent or half pitis, dated 1285AH = 1868 A.D., obv. state
umbrella (insignia of Malay Royalty), surmounted by flag
and symbols, including rosettes with eight petals, rev. in Jawi
'This is the pittis currency of the State of Brunei date 1285',
(Saran Singh SS 48a). Extremely fine and very rare.
$400

3866
Canada, Elizabeth II, proof five and ten dollars, 1976
Olympics, complete set of 28 in seven cases. FDC. (28)
$800
3867
Canada, Elizabeth II, Montreal Olympics 1976, Series I
(1973) and Series III (1974), each series a four coin mint
silver set of five dollars (2) and ten dollars (2) (KM.OCP1,
3) (ASW 8.67oz). No cases, uncirculated. (8)
$180

3862*
Brunei, Sultan Abdul Momin (1852-1885), tin/lead one cent
or pitis, dated 1285AH = 1868 A.D., obv. state umbrella
(insignia of Malay Royalty), surmounted by flag and symbols,
including rosettes with eight petals, rev. in Jawi 'By order
of the administration of the finances of Brunei date 1285',
(Saran Singh SS 49B). Good very fine and very rare.
$400

3868*
Canada, Newfoundland, George V, fifty cents, 1911.
Iridescent toned, nearly uncirculated and attractive, rare in
this condition.
$750
Private purchase from Spink London.

3869
Cayman Islands, Elizabeth II, proof silver twenty five dollars
1977, Jubilee (2) (KM.14); fifty dollars 1976 six queens (4)
(KM.12); Turks and Caicos Islands, twenty crown 1976
Victoria (4), fifty crown (KM.14, 16), proof twenty five
crowns 1977 Jubilee (2) (KM.19). In cases of issue, FDC.
(13)
$350

3863*
Canada, George V, silver ten cents, 1935 (KM.23a). Choice
uncirculated and rare thus.
$600

3870
Chile, five - twenty centavos, 1894-1920 silver issues. Poor
- very fine. (1.1kg)
$300
3871
Chile, one centavo - one escudo, 1919-1974, includes silver
ten centavos, 1920 (KM.156, 2a) (2), twenty centavos, 1920
(KM.151.3). The last toned nearly extremely fine, the rest
mostly uncirculated. (59)
$50

3864*
Canada, Queen Victoria, twenty cents, 1858. Toned, nearly
extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$400

3872
China, copper or iron cash coins, 756-1189, all different.
In 2x2 holders marked with Schjoth numbers, good - fine.
(25)
$50

Private purchase from Spink London.
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3873
China, an accumulation of cash with much duplication stored
on sheets and in an album, mostly from the Qing Dynasty
with the dominant rulers Emperors Sheng Zu (1662-1722)
and Gao Zong (1736-1795); lot also includes Tang Dynasty
(7); Northern Song Dynasty (approx 25); broken straight
knife money (300-250 B.C.) (4), a Wang Mang spade (Hartill
9.30), and copies (6) and issues from Japan (approx 15); a
few other modern machine made coins and modern cash size
charms (11). Many damaged and corroded, mostly very good
- fine, only a very few better. (approx 560)
$100
3874
China, assorted cash coins, includes Northern Song dynasty
ten cash and large cash of Hui Zong (Hartill 16.399, 16.437,
Sch. 621, 638); large cash of Zhe Zong (2) (Hartill 16.303,
16.335, Sch.593, 604); others (8); Qing Dynasty cash (4) and
an Annan cash of Gia Long (1802-1820), (KM.169). Some
with green oxidation, mostly fine, several very fine. (17)
$50

3877*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor
Wen Zong (1851-1861), 70mm, one thousand cash coin,
Xi'an, Shaanxi Mint, with stamp 'guan' on the rim at the
bottom, (Hartill 22.954 [R5], Sch. -, TFP 2503). Very fine
and rare.
$200

3878
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen
Zong, (1851-1861), 'Guang-Xu Tong Bao', rev. 'su boo',
round ten cash, square hole, Suzhou, Jiangsu Mint, diameter
33mm, (Hartill 22.901, TFP -); another ten cash Hangzhou,
Zhejiang, rev. 'boo je' (Hartill 22.1031, Sch. 1593). Very
fine. (2)
$50

3875*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen
Zong (1851-1861), 52mm, five hundred cash coin, Board of
Works Mint, old branch issue as a seven stroke 'bei' (Hartill
22.765 [R7], Sch. -, cf.TFP 2446). Very fine and rare.
$100
3876
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen
Zong (1851-1861), 50mm, one hundred cash coin, Kaifeng
and others, Henan Mint, with mint 'Boo He' to left and right
on the reverse, (Hartill 22.849 [R10], Sch. -, TFP 2493);
Korea, 1742-1891, Treasury Department, value 100, obv.
'San Pyong Tong Bo', rev. 'Ho' value 100 and 'Great' furnace,
(Mitchiner 4287-8). Very fine and scarce. (2)
$100
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3882
China, Empire, silver dollars, Year 3 (1911), (KM.Y.31);
another Chihli Province, under Empire, silver dollar, Pei
Yang type, year 34 (1908) (KM.Y.73.2); another Kiangnan
Province, silver dollar, Empire period, 1898, (KM.Y.145a.1).
Fine - good very fine or better. (3)
$180

3883*
China, Empire, brass one cash, circular date (1908) obv.
'Kuang hsu', rev. dragon, (KM.Y.7k). Nearly uncirculated.
$120
Slabbed by NGC as MS 62.

3884
China, Empire, general issue twenty cash 1909 (KM.Y.21);
Hupeh, ten cash 1902-5, another 1906 (KM.Y.122.1, 10j)
(2); Honan, ten cash 1905 (KM.108a.4); Fukien, ten cash
1901-5 (KM.100); Kwangtung, one cent, 1900-6, (KM.
Y.192); Kiangnan, one cash, 1908 (KM.Y.7k.1); Republic
general issues (2) ten cash (KM.Y.302, 303); Hunan,
Republic ten cash 1912 (KM.Y.399). Mostly very fine a few
better. (11)
$50

3879*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), issue in name
of Hsuan Tsung as Tao Kuang (1821-1850), bronze Palace
presentation coin, 46mm, rev. 'Tian Xia Tai Ping', (cf.Hartill
30.34, cf.TFP 2367 but for Jen Tsung [1796-1820]). Very
fine and very rare.
$500

3885*
China, Empire, Chihli Province, silver dollar, Pei Yang
Arsenal type, year 24 (1898) (KM.Y.65.2) (illustrated);
Hupeh Province, dollar, undated (1895-1907) (KM.127.1).
First coin fine and rare, second coin once mounted and
repaired on the obverse, otherwise very fine. (2)
$200

3880*
China, Empire General issue, at Tientsin Central Mint, silver
dollar, 'Tai Ching Ti Kuo Silver Coin' issue not dated (c1907),
(KM.Y.14 a, Kann 216). Nearly extremely fine.
$500

3886*
China, Empire, Kiangnan Province, silver fifty cents, undated
(1898), with circled dragon (KM. Y.144). Toned, very fine
and scarce.
$300
3887
China, Empire, Kiangnan Province, silver ten cents, dated
1898, without circled dragon (KM. Y.142a); Fukien Province,
Imperial issue, silver twenty cents, cd (1923) (KM.Y381.2)
(2); Yunnan, silver twenty cents, dated year 38 (1949) (KM.
Y.493), Mostly extremely fine. (4)
$100

3881*
China, Empire General issue, at Tientsin Central Mint, silver
dollar, 'Tai Ching Ti Kuo', undated (c1907), (KM.Y.14).
Toned, good very fine.
$100
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3888*
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver fifty cents, undated
(1917) obv. General T'ang Chi-yao facing, (KM.Y.479.1).
Toned, extremely fine.
$100

3892*
China, Republic, general issue, Yuan Shih-kai silver dollar,
year 9, (KM.Y.329.6). Minor surface marks, lightly toned,
otherwise extremely fine or better.
$150

3889*
China, Republic, general issue, Sun Yat-sen silver dollar,
(1912), The Republic of China, One Dollar, (KM.Y.319).
Toned, minor marks, otherwise good very fine, scarce.
$250

3893*
China, Republic, general issue, Yuan Shih-kai silver dollar,
year 10, (KM.Y.329.6). Minor surface marks, lightly toned,
otherwise extremely fine or better.
$150
3894
China, Republic, general issue, Yuan Shih-kai silver dollars,
Yr 3 (1914) (KM.329) (7), Yr 9 (1920) (KM.329.6). One
cleaned, fine - very fine. (8)
$250

3890*
China, Republic, general issue, Yuan Shih-kai silver dollar,
year 3, (KM.Y.329). Brilliant, uncirculated.
$200

3895*
China, Republic, silver dollar, not dated (1916), a
commemorative issue to celebrate the inauguration of the
Hung-hsien Regime, obv. bust of Hung-hsien in military
uniform with plumed hat facing, rev. Winged dragon with
bunch of arrows in left claw, and sceptre in the right claw,
(KM.Y.332, Kann 663). Reddish brown toning on the
obverse and light golden tone on the reverse, uncirculated
and rare.
$12,000

3891*
China, Republic, general issue, Yuan Shih-kai silver dollar,
year 3, (KM.Y.329). Minor surface marks, brilliant, about
uncirculated.
$150

NGC graded MS-65. Ex The Dr. Robert Hesselgesser Collection, sold by Ira
and Larry Goldberg Coins and Collectables 23-26 September 2007 (realised
$6,300US including buyers premium = $9,639 Aust).
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3896
China, Republic, general issue, silver dollar, not dated (1927),
obv. portrait of Sun Yat-sen to left, four characters over, rev.
MEMENTO, etc. incuse and raised milling. Weakly struck,
extremely fine.
$90

3901*
China, silver coin weight for one tael (37.61g), obv.
inscribed 'Tael', diameter 32mm. Very fine and apparently
unrecorded.
$100
Ex Gilbert Christoph Heyde Collection, acquired at Geoff K. Gray Auction
Sale of the Heyde Collection Part IV December 7, 1974 (lot 144 part);
previously from the D. Elliott Smith Collection in 1961 who acquired it from
Dave Raymond (Sydney Coin Dealer) on 5th March 1938. The lot includes
the Elliot Smith ticket and coin rubbing.

3897*
China, Republic, general issue, silver dollar, not dated (1927),
obv. portrait of Sun Yat-sen to left, four characters over, rev.
MEMENTO, etc. incuse and raised milling. Brilliant, good
extremely fine.
$100

3902
China, one ounce silver billon coin, vault protector (1990).
FDC.
$200
In a slab by NGC as PF67 ultra cameo.

3903
Cook Islands, Perth Mint, proof one dollar, five coin set,
1998, Australian Fauna Silver Coin Series, set No.0399. In
case of issue with certificate, FDC.
$130
3904
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, mint fifty cents, 2007 Sydney
Harbour Bridge 75th Anniversary (KM.-) in folder; proof
silver one dollar, 2000 Queen Mother 100th, 2004 Cobb &
Co, 2007 Sputnik (KM.437, 1146, 471); mint cupro nickel
one dollar, 2005 Royal Wedding (KM.1174); proof silver
five dollars, 2005 Royal Wedding (KM.1175). In cases and
packets of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (6)
$120

3898*
China, Republic, general issue, copper one cent (fen), year 26
(1939) obv. 'Chung Hua min Kuo 26 nien', rev. large spade
coin, value 'one fen' (KM.Y.347). Brilliant uncirculated.
$150
Slabbed by NGC as MS 63. Ex Heritage Auctions, Texas, September 2011
(lot 26820 par 4/5).

3905
Cook Islands, Perth Mint, Australian Commemorative
Florins proof set of four fine silver one ounce one dollars,
2011 (KM.-), together with four coin set of replica
commemorative florins. The first in timber case of issue,
with certificate number 0871 of 1,500, the second in folder,
uncirculated - FDC. (2 sets)
$200

3899*
China, Republic, general issue, copper one cent (fen), year 26
(1939) obv. 'Chung Hua min Kuo 26 nien', rev. large spade
coin, value 'one fen' (KM.Y.347). Brilliant uncirculated.
$150
Slabbed by NGC as MS 63. Ex Heritage Auctions, Texas, September 2011
(lot 26820 par 5/5).

3906
Denmark, Christian VIII, copper rigsbankskilling, 1842
(KM.726.1); Frederick VII, copper rigsbankskilling, 1852
and 1853 (KM.754, 756). Very fine - good very fine. (3)
$60

3900
China, Republic, mint set 1991; Taiwan, (1965) mint set, Yr
54 (Dr. Sun Yat Sen). In case of issue, uncirculated. (2)
$150

3907
Denmark, Christian IX, bronze two ore, 1902, 9 over 8
overdate (KM.793.2) Christian X, bronze two ore, 1917
(KM.813.1). Uncirculated; very fine. (2)
$80
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3908*
Denmark, Christian IX, bronze five ore, 1902, 9 over 8
overdate (KM.794.2) unlisted; Christian X, bronze five ore,
1920 (KM.814.2). Uncirculated; very fine. (2)
$150
3909
Denmark, Christian IX, ten ore 1889 (KM.795.1); twenty
five ore, 1905; (KM.796.2) Frederick VIII, twenty five ore,
1907 (KM.808). Toned, good very fine - uncirculated. (3)
$120

3913*
France, Feudal, Bishops of Valence, 12-13th century, silver
deniers (4), obv. +S APOLLINARS, cross pomme with
annulet in fourth quarter, rev. +VRBS VALENTIA, winged
angel or eagle facing (P d'A 4690, [Pl.CII, 19], Roberts 4782,
Metcalf 19-40, [Pl. 2]). Very fine, lightly toned. (4)
$150
Part of a small hoard

part

3910*
Denmark, Christian IX, one krone, 1898 (KM.797.2);
Christian X, one krone, 1915 (KM.819). Toned uncirculated;
very fine. (2)
$150
3911
El Salvador, one peso, 1904 C.AM, (KM.115.2); Guatemala,
silver peso, 1894, (KM.210); Mexico, silver eight reales,
1839ML, Mexico City Mint, (KM.377.10); Peru, silver one
sol, 1887TF (KM.196.22). Fine - very fine. (4)
$150

3914*
France, Louis Philippe I, proof or essai five francs, 1831, in
white metal (KM.PrD34). FDC.
$200
3915
France, five francs, Second Kingdom, 1833A, 1841W
(KM.749.1, 13) (2), Second Republic, 1848A, 1849A,
1850A (KM.756.1 [2], 761.1) (3), Second Empire, 1869BB
(2), 1870A (KM.799.2 [2], 799.1) (3), Modern Republic,
1873A (3), 1876A (KM.820) (4). A few polished, good
- very fine. (12)
$180

3912*
France, Bordeaux, Guillaume X, (1127-37), silver denier,
(1.21g), (Bd.464,1f); Toulouse, (Languedoc), Counts of
Toulouse, Raymond VII (1222-1249), silver denier, (1.06g),
obv. legend around cross, + RAMON COMES, S in one angle,
rev. P (as a crozier) A X in centre, around +TOLOSA CIVI,
(P.d'A Pl.81, 4, Boudeau 721, Roberts 4226); Archbishops
of Vienna, (11th-12th century), denier, (0.96g), obv. head
left, rev. cross, (Roberts 5045, PdA pl 106, 17). Some toning,
fine - very fine, scarce. (3)
$120

3916*
France, Louis Philippe I, five francs, 1844A (KM.749.1).
Toned, with traces of mint bloom, nearly extremely fine.
$200

Second coin ex Seaby, third coin ex Spink, with tickets.
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3922*
Germany, Prussia, Friedrich III, proof-like two mark, 1888A
(KM.510). Uncirculated.
$70

3917*
France, Napoleopn III, five francs, 1865BB (KM.799.2).
Toned, good very fine and very scarce.
$900

3923*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, five mark, 1914A (KM.536).
Good extremely fine/uncirculated.
$80

3918*
France, Third Republic, five francs, 1870K (KM.818.3).
Very fine and rare.
$1,500
The engraver's initials A.E. instead of E.A. in error.

3919*
France, Republic, bronze five centimes, 1921 (KM.842). The
key date, fine and very rare.
$1,000
3920
Germany, Eisenach, Martin Luther porcelain one mark,
1921; Saxony, porcelain twenty and fifty pfennig and one
and two mark, 1921. The Saxony one mark with reverse
edge chip, otherwise uncirculated. (5)
$100
Ex John Downey Collection.

3924*
Germany, Saxony, silver klippe thaler, 1693, issue of Johann
Georg IV (1691-94) (KM.642; Dav.7649). Good very fine
and rare.
$700

3921*
Germany, Frankfurt am Main, two thaler, 1861 (KM.365).
Nearly extremely fine/extremely fine.
$100

Ex Tom May Collection (lot 2723).
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3932*
Greece, Republic, ten lepta, 1830 (KM.8). Fine.

3925*
Germany, Saxony, Anton, thaler, 1830S (KM.1121). Edge
nicks, very fine.
$150

$80
Ex Spink Australia Sale 23 (lot 2385).

3926
Germany, Wurttemberg, Willem I, silver half gulden, 1844
(KM.573). Edge nick on obverse at 12 o'clock, old scratches
both sides, otherwise fine/good fine and scarce.
$50

3933*
Greece, copper twenty lepta, 1831 (KM.11). Even dark
brown patina, very fine.
$180

3927*
Germany, Wurttemburg, Wilhelm I, thaler, 1862 (KM.601);
Nassau, six kreuzer, 1833 (KM.53). Extremely fine;
uncirculated. (2)
$220
3934*
Greece, twenty lepta, 1831 (KM.11). Legend worn at top
edge, otherwise fine for issue and scarce.
$100

3928
Germany, Third Reich, silver five reichsmark, 1935D,
1935A, 1936A, 1936A, 1938A (KM.83, 86 [2], 94 [2])
(5); Federal Republic, silver five mark, 1951D, 1974D, F,
J (KM.12.1) (4), commemoratives, 1973J, 1974D, 1975J,
1975F, 1975G [2] (KM.136, 139, 141, 142.1, 143 [2]) (6).
Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (15)
$100

3935
Greece, copper lepta, 1838 (KM.16). Good fine.
$70

3929
Germany, Federal Republic, one mark, 1950F, 1955F,
1959F, 1964G, 1967F (KM.110). All scarce, very fine - good
extremely fine. (5)
$60
3930
Germany, Democratic Republic, five pfennig, 1953E (KM.6),
ten pfennig, 1950E (2), 1952E (KM.7) (3). All scarce, very
fine - extremely fine. (4)
$50
3936*
Greece, Otto, five drachma 1833A (KM.20). Toned, nearly
extremely fine/extremely fine and scarce in this condition.
$700

3931
Gibraltar, Elizabeth II, proof silver crown, 1980, Nelson
(KM.12a). In cases of issue, FDC. (18)
$400
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3940
Hong Kong, Elizabeth II, proof & mint sets 1988; 1993 and
1997 mint ten dollars 1994, Royal Mail Stamps five dollar
coin 1997 First Day cover. In plastic coin album, mint cases,
uncirculated - FDC. (8)
$100
3941
Hong Kong, proof sets 1988, 1993, 1997 mint sets 1988,
1993, 1997; proof five dollars 1997 in First Day Cover;
New Zealand, proof set 1953 in case of issue. Uncirculated
- FDC. (8)
$100

part

3937*
Greenland, twenty five ore 1926 (2), fifty ore 1924, one
krone 1926, 1964, five krona 1926 (KM 5, 7, 8, 10a, 9).
Very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$220

3942*
Hungary, Stephan I, (997-1038), silver (denar) (0.87g).
obv. STEPHANVS REX within cross with wedges in each
angle, rev. REGIA CIVITAS within an equilateral cross with
each wedges in the angles, (Huszar 1 [p.31]). Toned, nearly
extremely fine, very scarce.
$150

part

3943*
Hungary, Bela II, (1131-1141), silver denar, obv. facing head,
rev. cross in centre of two circles, (Huszar 51) (illustrated);
another Bela III, (1172-1196), silver denar, obv. around B
ELA REX of a double cross shield, rev. complex pattern of
lines and dots, (Huszar 69) (illustrated): Andreas II, (12051235), silver denar, obv. star under crescent and temple,
rev. intricant design, (Huszar 266). Very fine, several scarce.
(3)
$150

part

3938*
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, one cent 1900; five cents
1877H, 1899, 1900, 1900H; ten cents 1900; twenty cents
1898 (KM.4.3, 5, 6.3, 7). Very fine - uncirculated. (7)
$150

3944
Hungary, Bela IV, (1235-1270), silver denar, (Huszar 320);
another Stephan V, (1270-1272), silver denar, (Huszar
355): Ladislaus IV, (1272-1290), (Rengjeo 169 an issue for
Sarajevo) double struck; Karl Robert (1307-1342) silver
denars, (Huszar 472, 488); Ludwig I (1342-1382), silver
denars, obv. head to left, rev. double cross (3) (Huszar 547);
other silver denars (3), obv. arms, rev. standing St. Ladislaus
(Huszar 542 varieties). Fine - very fine, mostly scarce an
interesting group. (11)
$200
3945
Hungary, Maria, (1385-1395), silver denar, (Huszar 566);
Sigismund, (1387-1437), silver denar, (Huszar 576), another
quarting (Huszar 586); Wladislaw I, (1440-1444), silver
denar (Huszar 598, 602); Mathias I Corvinus (1458-1490)
silver denar, (Huszar 710); assorted crudely struck silver
pfennigs and denars (8) mostly from South Germany
including Salzburg. Fine - very fine, some scarce another
interesting group. (13)
$200

3939*
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1867 (KM.10).
Toned, good very fine.
$250
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3946
Hungary, a collection of silver denars of several different
varieties and coming from a range of mints issued from the
reigns of Wladislaw II - Maria Theresa, 1507, 1509, 1510,
1513, 1514, 1516, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1526 (3),
1527 (2), 1529, 1535, 1537, 1540, 1547, 1549, 1552, 1553,
1554, 1557 (2), 1566, 1567, 1570, 1576, 1578, 1579, 1582,
1586 (2), 1588, 1589, 1590, 1592 (2), 1593, 1597, 1598,
1599, 1602 (2), 1607, 1612, 1614, 1617, 1618, 1619, 1620,
1621, 1622 (2), 1624, 1628, 1629 (2), 1630 (2), 1631 (2),
1632, 1636, 1637 (2), 1638 (2), 1645, 1666, 1677, 1679,
1692, 1695, 1701, 1703, 1735, 1753, 1754, 1758, 1760,
undated, various mints. Mostly about very fine. (88)
$400

part

3951*
Italy, Victor Emmanuel III, silver two lire, 1911 (KM.52); five
lire, 1936 (KM.79); ten lire 1926, 1927 (3), 1928 (2), 1929
(KM.68.1), 1936 (KM.80). Very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$500

3947*
Indonesia, Java, Javanese Magic coin or charm of the post
Majapahit period, uncertain period probably as early as c1315th century, bronze cash? or pitis Jawa (Javanese cash), obv.
tree, noble man and servant with other objects, rev. shrine
and two noble women with small objects, (Cribb, 'Magic
Coins of Java, Bali and Malay Peninsula' No.116c-d). Fine
and very rare.
$200

3952
Japan, Meiji silver yen, Year 19 (1886) (38.6mm) (KM.
YA25.2). Good very fine.
$60
In a slab by PCGS as XF45.

3948
Italian Somaliland, Victor Emmanuel III, silver rupiah,
1910R (KM.6); also a World War II Service medal found in
Yemen. Very fine; fair. (2)
$60

3953*
Japan, Meiji silver one yen, Year 30 (1897) (KM.A25.3).
Nearly uncirculated.
$250

3949*
Italy, Milan, Louis XII of Orleans as King of France,
(1500-1512), silver grosso of three soldi, (2.16g), undated,
obv. crowned shield of France, around LVDOVICVS D G
FRANCORVM REX, rev. knotted veil, around MEDIOLANI
DVX ET CIET, (CNI.96, pg.213). Irregular flan with some
hoard patination, otherwise toned, very fine and very rare.
$120

3954*
Kiau Chau, German Occupation, ten cents, 1909 (KM.Y.2).
Nearly extremely fine.
$70

3950
Italy, Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele II, one centesimo, 1867M,
fifty centesimi, 1862M BN (KM.1.1, 14.1). First with metal
flaw on king's neck, very fine - nearly uncirculated. (2)
$80

Ex John Downey Collection.
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3955*
Laos - Thailand, Kingdom of Lanchang (Luang Prabang),
silver ingot lat money, tiger tongue type, of value one and
a half tamlung, circa 1750-1800, 122mm, (110g), with
characteristic warty surface, no other symbols on the convex
surface. Very fine and with unusual shape.
$100

3960*
Malaysia, Trengganu, uncertain Sultan, c18th century, tin
keping or pitis not dated, obv. in Arabic 'Malik al Adil'
within circular border of leaves, (Saran Singh SS 30 [RRR],
Pridmore 107). Good very fine and very rare.
$150

3956
Macau, fifty avos, 1973 (KM.7); one pataca, 1968 and
1975 (KM.6); silver five patacas, 1952 (KM.5) (3); copper
nickel five patacas, 1982 (KM.24.1); bi-metallic ten patacas,
1997 (KM.83); silver twenty patacas, 1974 (KM.8). Mostly
uncirculated. (9)
$70

3961
Mexico, Charles III, eight reales, 1770MF, Mexico City Mint
(KM.105). Nearly very fine.
$120

3957*
Madeira, copper ten reis, 1842 (KM.2). Cleaned, good very
fine.
$150

3962*
Mexico, Charles III (1759-1788), silver eight reales, 1787,
Mexico City Mint, (KM.106.2). Toned, very fine.
$100
3963
Mexico, eight reales, Zacatecas, 1896FZ (KM.377.13), one
peso, 1899FZ (KM.409.3); Mexico, one peso 1899AM
(KM.409.2). Considerable original mint bloom, good
extremely fine. (3)
$150

3958*
Malaysia, Trengganu, Sultan Muhammad Shah I (A.D. 18361839), tin keping or pitis of 1253 A.H., = 1837 A.D., obv.
in Arabic 'Malik al Adil 1253', (Saran Singh SS 11 [RRR]).
Good very fine and very rare.
$200

3964
Morocco, copper nickel twenty five centimes, undated (1924)
(2) (KM34.2,3); nickel fifty centimes, undated (1921) (KM.
Y.35.1); nickel one franc, undated (1921) (KM.Y.36.1);
aluminium-bronze, one franc, 1945 (KM.Y.41); silver
five francs, AH1347 (KM.Y.37); aluminium five francs,
AH1370 (KM.Y.48); silver ten francs, AH1352 (KM.Y.38);
aluminium-bronze, ten francs and twenty francs, AH1371
(KM.Y.49, 50). Very good - very fine. (10)
$50
3965
Mozambique, fifty centavos, 1936, 1945 and 1957 (KM.65,
73, 81); silver 2-1/2 escudos, 1935, 1938, 1942 and 1951
(KM.61, 68); silver five escudos, 1935 and 1949 (KM.62,
69). Fine - nearly uncirculated. (9)
$100

3959*
Malaysia, Kedah Sultanate, tin cockeral currency c1700,
issued by Sultan Muhammad Jiwa (1710-1778), comes with
attached six rings and a cock perched above, (cf.Saran Singh
SS20c [RRR] [p.243-4]). Very fine and very rare.
$650

3966
Mozambique, ten centavos, 1961 (KM.83); fifty centavos,
1936 (KM.65) (3); one escudo, 1936 (KM.66) (2). Fine
- extremely fine. (6)
$100
388

3967
Netherlands, Campen, eagle schilling of Emperor Mathias
II (1612-1619) with chip in edge; Russia, proof one rouble
1993 commem. Vernadsky, (KM.Y319.2), one kopeck
1737; other German minors (3) including a Koln jeton. Fair
- FDC. (6)
$50

3971*
Netherlands, William I, copper half cent, 1824 (KM.51).
Good very fine and rare.
$130

3968*
Netherlands, Westfriesland, rijksdaalder, 1624 (KM.15.1).
Nearly very fine.
$150

3972*
Netherlands, William II, silver gulden, 1843 (KM.66). Very
fine.
$80

3969*
Netherlands, Westfriesland, rijksdaalder, 1651 (KM.15.3).
Well struck for this, nearly extremely fine.
$450

part

3973*
Netherlands, William III, bronze half cent 1876 (KM.90);
Wilhelmina, silver ten cents 1892, 1896 (KM.116); twenty
five cents 1892 (KM.115). The last scarce, extremely fine
or better. (4)
$300
3974
Netherland East Indies, coinage of Dutch East India Company
of VOC doits, housed on plastic sheet, c18th century as
provincial issue of Netherland provinces, (cf.M.3189-3209)
(19); India, native States and a few Persia coppers (28);
together with a Persian seal and printed examples of the
seal. Some duplication, NEI mostly corroded, otherwise
good - fine. (48)
$50
3975
French Polynesia, piedfort silver ten francs, 1979 (KM.P7a).
Only 250 issued, FDC.
$200

3970*
Netherlands, Zeeland, ducat, 1774 (KM.52.4). Central flan
flaw, shallow strike, very fine.
$100
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3976*
New Caledonia, piedfort silver fifty francs, 1979 (KM.P9a).
Only 250 issued, FDC.
$320
3977
Nigeria, primitive money, round ring Birmingham issue
'Manilla' 82 and 88mm, issued from end of 15th - mid 20th
century, (Opitz p.210-1, [cf.Quiggin p.89 No.4]); Thailand,
bullet money one baht. Fine - very fine. (3)
$80

3978*
Norway, Oscar II, krone, 1875 (KM.351). Minor edge nick,
very fine and scarce.
$200

3979*
Norway, Oscar II, krone, 1881 (KM.357). Nearly extremely
fine and scarce.
$200
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